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TEAC1ING THE EMOTI N ''DISTUR3ED EPILEPTIC

Introduction

One of the debatable questions of today is "What is special abcut
Special Education?" This question is often asked about the educa-

-tional program of the National Childran's Rehabilitation Center.
If it is different, why is it different, in what way, and how is
such a program developed?

History of the Population:

With the age range of seven to seventeen years, even our youngest
students have encountered educational expectancies and met defeat.
It is ironic tfiat some have "failed" kindergarten - and, in some
cases, Head Start! Others have started off well and then met failure
in their third or fourth year, or even as late as the ninth grade.
This usually coincides with the onset of seizures, but often there
have. been ongoing problems that were exafcerbated by epilepsy. It

-diust,b-e noted that the students who have entered N.C.R.C. have not
been able to attend school successfully because_of seizures and be-
havioral problems. They halie often been moved from an average edu-
cational setting to.a special class or private school and still met--
failure, which has resulted in expulsion. Although- homebound in-
struction has sometimes been provided, this has resulted in further
deprivation in social learning.

In summary, these students have met academic failure, presented be-
havioral problems incompatible with even special class placement, and
lack the social and emotional controls required to reintegrate them-
selves back_into society as adults. These are the problems which the
educational program of N.C.R.C.,is designed to ameliorate.

Organizational Pattern of the School:

Students are grcuped into five nongraded classes averaging twelve
students each on the basis of social maturity. The academic level
of functioning varies from three to five years. Each student attends
five ore-hour sessions in classrooms organized as content-oriented
learning centers: Language Arts, Math, Social Studies-Science, Phys Ed
and Woodshop. The classes move as a group to each learning center.

With the varying functioning levels, learning disabilities, and
emotional problemS-of each-ACud nt, it is necessary to staff each
classroom with at least one teacher and a teacher -aide, thus pro-
viding_a ratio of 1:6. Additional personnel consist of a spool
secretary and the Education Director,

Educational Goals:

The goal of the Educatioii-Rection of the National Children's Rehab-

ilitation Center is very simple: to develop a setting in which each
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student can attain a flthhctioninf_ level of optimum learning This
must give consideration to his past history, his self concept, his
.current level of functioning and his social skills. It is in these
E.reas at N..c.a.c. becomes 'Special-.

nervation of Child ehaviors

In planning for the development of the optimal level of learning,
adequate observation is needed to determine the current status of
the child's level of functioning! The psychological rationale for
the validity of using observable behavior can be sumrarize1 in tilt
YO'llowing concepts:

1. The obser'7ed behavior can give information about the
child's current level of funcr4' Ong.

2. Each behavior is the child's response to a given stimul
or set of stimuli.

3. The child is rasp ing with the best behavior of which
he is currentl!7 capable.

The first prerequisite then 1pcomes one of observing and recording
specific behaviors, that furntsh information about the currt:nt level
of functioning. These obser4tions can be recorded in the following
areas:

1. Physical Development

a) What are hi-s g.oss and fine motor responses?
b) Does he have peu.-ceptual strengths and/or weakness?
c) -What is his tempo and pattern of movement?

2. Academic Fung'.:ioniiR

a) What are Ms perceptual-sensory-motor ski 11s:
'1) Is he able to follow directions?
c) Does he use past experiences as aid to learning
d) Does he show Lnterest in specific--topics or areas
e) What is relationship of his current level of

functioning to his C./..?

3. T.Z111Li32EP211U1

a) What is his response to new situations? /
b) How does he show fear, anger, happiness?
c) Does he have habitual responses of expressing emotions?
d) What is his response to failure, success, frustration?
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. Social Maturity

a) How does -ne interact 0J_th peers, staff?
b) What is the nature of 'these iateraictions?

.

C) Is he an isolationist,uleader, or follower ii_ the -oup?
r!

:.-7-

d) How do his social interactions reveal his self-soncen
.

u

Sexual Development

a) How does his body conc4pt reelect his sexua4
b) is he aware of his sextial role?
c) What is the level of his sexual r,laturity interac
d) Does he make appropria6e sexual differentiat-oi

social -interactions?

6. lotivation

a) 'Does he verbalize the ,Airpose of specific be -saviors?
b) Is there an observable,k3urce of drive which evekcs

given behaviors?
c) Does he express his val4ie syste by the beha
d) Is he responsive to peers /adults as change

esis

The second prerequisite for learning is t'ae formulation of hypotheses
regarding the-purpose 0) of the obPerved behaviors. pis recures
skill and.training to analyze the recorded observations 'as clues to
the rationale of the child's responses. Too often the' child is c9n-
sidered obstinate, passive aggressive, rebellious, hostile, or e6"..an_
stupid,: Surface acceptance of the+ characteristics status quo
closes the door to the rezlization!that the child has no-other repetoire
of responses ro deal with the environment. It is in this area that
the teacher mist look for clues as-iito what any givenbehavior doee
for the child to alleviate frustr4ic4-, anxiety or to evoke attention.
Often the global classroom situatipn will be the stimulus for the
behavior; at other times, it may be the specific educational task; or
it may be individual peers or adults. The task then becomes one o'
drawing inferences from the seri of discrete observations to
formulate specific hypotheses as o the purposes of the individual
behaviors. These hypotheses forr. the basis for the teaching strategy.

Teaching Strategy

- /
In an average class, the teac 1 g strategy is usually based on a
curriculum, guide for the grad evel and ability of those students.
The focus is on academic skill p and concepts that are accepted as
desirable for an educational Program which follows normal develop-
mental process. The students/of N.C.R.C.-have not been able to accom-
plish these objectives. Their emotional and social maladjustment,
often complicated by an active seizure disorder, has interfered with
theiT ability to learn. The teaching 'strategy -must include consSder-
ation of these factors as an educational program is aesigned for each
individual student.



The teacher observations furnish the specific informetion about
each child that is needed to formulate the individual teaching
strategies. However, the teaching strategy for children at 1.C.R.C.
goes beyond the analysis of academic skills. It uses Cue infor-
mation gained by observing his emotional responses, social skills,
type of motivation and physical characteristics as factors .-:hich
influence his current level of mental functioning. The failure
to learn as other childi-efirao has iffcrutiund the factor of past

experiences as a negative inducement to try again. A child who
has mastered his addition and sLbtraction facts through nine
should be ready to begin learning them through nineteen. However,'
he may exhibit many behavioral problems when he is expected to

begin a task that is new, that holds the possibility of failure

.(,errors) and holds the potential threat of validating his inability
to learn. Thesd are the dimensions that are critical in planning
a teaching strategy for these students. In summary, the teacher
must have.behavioral evidence of a child's current academic skills,
s"dif concept and his physical, emotional and social responses, to
plan an educational program that -can provide the educatiohal pro-
gram in which he has the best prognosis' for learn-ing.

The program must be based on the hypotheses that have been formulated
as to the purposes of the observed behaviorS\

Evaluation

It is critical that a procedure for evaluation be included in tilt
planning of the teaching strategy,. This should include three
methods. First, on-going observation and rsecrding of behaviors
is essential. This furnishes specific information about each task,
the student's responding }ehavior and the effectiveness of the
learning activity. Repeated observations furnish details regarding
the changing emotional and social factors introduced -by the teaching
strategy.

-Second, evaluative procedures-should include informal testing.
Primary data can.be collected from daily written work, participation
in oral work, projects completed, and concept information. Informal
testing can also be done through quizzes, Informal Reading Inven-
tories, and tests that are included in the texts and workbocks.

Again, teacher observations are essential to note social and emotional
problems that influence the student's ability to demonstrate-his com-
petencies in these situations. This is_important data for future
teaching_strategies.

Lastly, formal (standardized) testing should be done. Metropolitan
Achievement Tests, Stanfor4 Achievement Tests, [BRAT, Gray Or Reading
Paragraphs, Gates Reading Summary, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test and/or ITPA are administered. Achievements tests are given
within the first thirty days of residency, and retests are admin -
tered at the end of each school year. Other tests are used when more
diagnostic information is needed.



Tfte teacher can also request formal psychological testing by the
clinical psychologist. This includes tine or more of the following:
Benet, WISC, Bender-Gestalt, TAT and the Rorschach. This testing
is done at W,C.R.C., but outside of the school setting.

On the basis of these evaluation procedures; the teacnet reviews
the hypothesis for the teaching strategy. If the nypothesis is
validated, then the teaching strategy is continued as planned,
with revising for new levels of competency as needed. A the
hypothesis is found to be invalid, new ones must be formed on the
basis of the new information gained from the evdluations, and new
or modified teaching strategiet- must then be formulated..

To summarize: once the teaching Jtrategy has been developeli,
evaluation procedures are necessary to validate its hypothetical
construct, determine its effectiveness, and to plan for revisions
as new learnings occur. .It must reflect 5ti..dent groc:tn-iii academic
skills and social and emotional adjustment. It is a continuous
and dynamic proCesa that is operative- for the full time of residency.

Understanding, the Chil

The effectiveness cf the teachers' abili-v to plan the teaching
strategy and its revisions will 1) reflect iii understanding of
the child and his problems; and 2) form the 3asis for his re ..ation-
ship with the child. The term 'understand" is used to denote the
awareness of the child's behaviors, a validated ftypothesis of the
purposes of these behaviors, and the ability to predict the resul-
ting behaviors expected within the teaching strategy. This under-
standing is based on the knowledge gained through observation,
testing, and the child's restillses to the teaching plan.

As the teacher's understanding deepens, he is able ro provide the
educational program_in-which the child will meet academic success.
He will be able to provide for the-emotional and social growth that
plays such an important role in regaining mental health. The child's
self concept will change Ircima negative attitude of being stupid,
worthless and damaged, to a positive one of seeing himself capable
of learning, of being aple to fora interpersonal relationships with
peers and adults, and capable of becoming an adultlin his own
community.

1

It is this thoroughness of understanding tnat forms the basis for
the last prerequisite of optimum learning.

Relationship

The educational literature often mentions structure as an integral
part of -the educational prograM-for exceptional children-(Cruickshank,
et al). This is defined-by Rappaport as the -

. . . ability of the adult to understand the child su
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well at any given moment, through his verbal and non-
verbal-communications, to relate in a way which aids the
child's development of impulse control. and other ego
functions.1

The development of viable relationships canoTlybeformed on the
foundation of this structure. As discussed above, there are many
steps leading to the formation of relationship between the teacher and
each child. There must be a positive attitude of expectancy that his
inappropriate responses can be changed to Approved behaviors. The
intent of helping the child learn new behaviors mus4 be transmitted.
Unless the teacher feels that he can help the child, the teacher will
not be Able to fool good toward the child. If the teacher cannot feel
good about the child, the child cannot feel good about himself.
Rappaport states -

If your relationship does not communicate that to the
child, you cannot help him buildl,skills, you_ cannot
aim to achieve more adaptive behavior.2

Optimum Learning

It has been -Vle purpose of this paper to discuss the prerequisites
for optimumilearning. Learning'will occur at eachlevel; however,
optimal learning will only take place when a relationship has been
built Jetween the teacher and the child that provides the total
structure necessary for him to feel secure in his interactions with
the teacher, because he knows that the teacher understands him.
This is based on the teacher's knowledge about him,,the teacher's

consistency of feeling good about him, the teacher's expectancy
that he can learn, and that he is a worthwhile human being.

a

The folloying diagram summarizes the prerequisites for optimum
learning for the students of N.C.R.C.

1 Cruickshank "Education of Exceptional Children and Youth", D. 269
2 Ibid. p. 271
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TECHNIQUES IN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

Marvin M. Malcotti
.

Rosewood State Hospital, Maryland

When working with the multiply-handicapped retarded one must remember

that behavior modification,is not a way of, explaining a particular behavior.

The organism is:responsible for the changing of his environment to receive

the reinforcement that the behavior modification program offers. The rein-

forcement technique may allow one to change such cognitively structured things

as attitude as well as other behavior. Behavioral principles may be used to

bring a child through tie beginning Piaget sensory-motor experiences, and to

enable him to make greater strides in involving himself in his environment.

The effective use of behavior modification techniques in an educational situa-

tion is dependent on:

clearly defining the behavior to be changed or emphasized;

2. evaluating the context in which the behaVior occurs with particular

attention to the antecedents and consequences;

3. determining appropriate reinforcers;

4. the consistency with which the program /is impleMerire

These techniques may,be-gsed with an individual child or with a group,

and, with proper instruction, the program can, be transferred into_the'home or

cottage. Behavior modification can be an ef,fdctive component of a total pro-
,

gr.= and, as such, can facilitate the progress child makes. in many dimensions.

Without getting into the scientific -argon ,f it, I would like to share

with you some practical ideas regarding behavior modification.-

DONT'S:

1. Don't assume-that by reading printed materials on behavior modifica-

tion you will be able to modify behavior. Pract.tee with different techniques,

and develop a program Which fits the needs of the 'child and his environment.



. Don't expect your 11silts to occur overnight. For' some children,

behaiior modification is an on-going process. Proper stiiulus control must

be maintained for results to occur.

3. Don't ever "go it alone" If a program is to have any success, you

must draw in all people involved with the child and /or his environment. Get

.them to comment on the behavior of the child,in the situations with which they

are familiar. It is important to have input.

4. Don't ever assume that the only problem a child has is mental

Mental retardation is often a symptom of a syndrome. This is an espe-

cially important reason for involving other people in your programming.

5. Don't- ever recommend institutional placement for a difficult child

unless it is absolutely necessary! The dangers of institutionally-produced

retardation are great.

6. Don't ever assume that a child is a- low-functioning that he is un-

trainable. It is up to you to bring responses out of the child through pro-

gramming for his needs.

Be careful of 24-hour-a-day programs. Plans for every minute of the day

may qyz really meet the child's needs properly. Plan for and block out a small

portion of the day. Often behaviors that you feel need modification may only-
.

exist during certain situations at certain times of the day. Get other people

involved and working with the child so that everyone assists and is informed

of the child's program.

7. Don't.ever assume that behavior modification is the only way to pro-

gram for a child.

DO's:

1. Consider the three classes of behavior modification programming:

a. Building in: introduce some set of responses for their own sake.

Build in responses to such things as feeding and self-care.

2
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`b. Fading out: fade out some-behaviors for their own sake: such

behaviors as hyperactivity, self-abusiveness, and withdrawal.

c. The use of these techrI'iques may nelp to bring the through

asae or a 'attern of behavior which has held him back from

the next developmental level.

2. Be very practical in the selection of the behavior you ar, interested

in programming. Be careful not to create overblown programs, and kbep accurate

records to find out what is happening,

3. Use the proper equipment for record-keeping. The following are some

useful record-keeping materials available from Behavioral Research Co:, Kansas

City, Kansas:

a. wrist tally board

b. the tally card box

c. timer (minute)

d. counter

e. go.f score keeper

f. cook's timer

All of this equipment is designed to assist in charting- and counting

behaviors. They are small, inexpensive items which are easily carried go the

person.

4. Most behaviors are caused by antecedent enviroimental conditions,

though other factors may enter into the causation. It is therefore important

to have as much input as possible from the people who know the child'spsycho-

loiical aspects.

5. Use small steps; build in proper responses, and fade qut inappropriate

ones'gradually. ;

6. Stress greatly the use of parents in your program. Keep them well in-

formed on programming and progress, and get them to execute the program when

possible:
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DEMONSTRATION

Two children, a hyperactive five-year-old and an extremely passiye

tally involved 15-year.;ild, were the subjects for a demonstration in-

g'the use of behavior modification techniques.

The initial phase of the demonscration_Inmolved observing and record-
'',

quency Of a particular behavior: i. hyperactive child

e h eat? how long did it take the passive ert-ld to rear% for an object?

In the first instance, the `emphasis §eras on increasing length of time the child

remnIned in the chair in the second, on shortening-the amount of elapsed time

cween presentation of as object and the child's response-to it.

eh caldron, reacted favorably to tangible reinforcers, but not to

adult praise, ImMediate reinforcement was usedfor-thepassive child, inter-,-

t reinforcement for the hyperactive child.

_Discussion bsequent to.dhe demonstration focused on the use of

detanstrated_tchaiques in a classroom situation-

4
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C' cc_ P. t= me there WP3 a telchel'. She worked
a 6rnnl1 to Ida; .c; in the center of town. She wag

reuect21 )-y stud and p2rents b10 kept ln5 hour
'-ec.--!,v,'d #'. y .L tle 1)t.y. She livE'd to see most

1,_=.r. stu<:cntr, -. up anej wL,J.; latitcachinE their
ch-ren. viu toss ,:;hr wool,,., close h,7,-r '10'.1 in the

;11:-TrOLIF wh6n the bell mng bchool wo diamieBed.
fler irtmr:ty, th,. coraeulm, disc; ,ne and account-
:lb:lit.: ,,--'re held, tInd ouez:{,lon od hrsolf, or per-
b-:) .town. As 46.n.= vf5t on s t=cgme t., public

;.7-1,vpn i ,-;ho,, -,p-s -,-LA life w?s ecuate wIth -0-1--;;sL:-.

ionnl , 1,11-'.forty Or, story C100!-3 not

e!nd 4:1_th a 1-1.-=op star afr, for as simplie
aa the orv- roo,s, -,,.. 01 bou- appears to 115--'---'- it

too hr.f. _ ita probleiL2.
°

However, thee problemc have ircreaood in
zeomctric proportio_is to the cxtent that the teacher
1E; fored. to ariy 'T om no longer a public, "pa[7.ive
servant of thecmlunity, bot rather an activecv1-_

'ant, co:,]plex indAvieual who muLt play m9ny roles
wlille,orfilinv. one br.aio fonction-7---that bein
t'll devlopmr-ntl Fpowt;-1 of eaoh GhilA

r r' .12 US to

be ethle.,7,t.:76, (71111 two-fo2d queJtion we are fr_ced
with t)l.n is: "What aro the °roles" of the te.,'7.cher,

and ar::: we prepar:olg teoheil, and replenihinr,7 teachers

with the skills n'ecessary to mc-et these nz,o1W "

To define the nroe" of 'teacher" I have chosen
to ote from Ichil Gibran1F; Th6 Prep hot,
"Then,saia a teacher, Steak to us of_Techin.

_____.___at-Ld he saldf
No man cq,n rEveal to you aught but that vnieh

_____---
______ alYndy lies. half asleep in the 'ng of your

knowIedgo."
,

So in tine role of active tea _.nE,_the teacher
B- 71e- r the f t hlc10:oc1To Lvact ohe ei .

intellecturl,socIA1, e-notdonD! and Ohysical nee
Lt Blythedale Ch1-!_dront lic,,sn:ttal we 1-1,?,,'e oho

the ph2110;1-ophy of th9-"ODen Glr-40roo"1" to mee-r
th--?se :eed.7J. (Jur childrord are Dlacd in family
;-roupf'_Ii.-c: of 5-T, 7-9-10-I2 arid .-4eonthiry students
who onte in three min1-schoolo. The,ehildren
are het.rogencoLusIy Froupoc:!in intellectual abiltY,
raning freatne 4evore giro 4. gifted, social elaso ,

and nev,,,:rity of ,-,-, =cal e are primarily
therap,alte h lwal which i : roical, or.,.7)).-

pation41, and s. ch the.rapie to e' f, t l.d e referied
from otl-!, ho Lis. The hospital li-h'Llosophy:
believe:,.: tit no child -1c,Ilid be restrict to

a h..7-,. hernfoe eve-r child hr-4=5. a v3hi_d1e .

gqs hii1 to school and recreation th-t,:rapy.

i
Pe-
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ACTIVIZED -MILIEU THERAPY

A digest of presentation by
Dr. Irwin H. Wexner, Headmaster
THE ADAMS SCUOOL

Activized Milieu Therapy is a mobile program that gives the laarning-
.

disabled adolescent a real learning experience in doing - in achieving

responsiblity. The programs are geared to giving the hyperactive an outlet

for doing, and activizing the-unmotivated older adolescents: guiding

younger children, managing their charges at lunch, teaching sports, running

clubs, governing student-affairs.

Acparticularly popular program for the older children is that of

Teacher Assistant in the:Early Childhood Center, the Lower and Junior

Schools, gym, library, etc.

Another positive activity is in our Social Studies classes where

seniors are encouraged and guided in electioneering and campaign issue's,

discussing consumer problems and the issues of the day.

The Adams Sehool,finds that a climate of teaching emotionally-

distufbed adolescents to learn by doing has a tremendous therapeutic

value for those not-reached through traditional psychiatric involvement or=

remedial-measures: Programs such as publishing a literary-art annual that

Is a forum for ideas and-an outlet for creativity is also-a discipline in

productivity. Expressive art in oil, sculpture, collage and color is en-

couraged; impressive art is also participated in by visits to galleries,

artists' ateliers, walks through Greenwich Village. Improvisational acting,



pantomime, music and words are the exciting elements of the expressive

experience. Films, film-making, and photography are other popular means of
;

expression.

Gym student leaders work with younger students who are poor in co-

ordination and learn the principles of perceptual training themselves in the

process.

"Practical doing" is brought inside Adams through sub-contract work

with firms such as Bell Telephone, direct mail houses, manufacturing concerns

--wha their work to the Adams Career Center to be done by its students.

The young people get course credit and pay, business skills and training and

release through "doing."
ry

The consequence of the ActiVized-Milieu Therapy program stresses "we

agree you may have had all the bad-breaks but what are you doing to elevate
tY

yourself above them. Students are judged by their peers. Members of the

psychology class -make up the student advisory committee. The headmaster, a

psychologist, a level directior and a teacher serve as resource consultants.

Students who need corri.^..ivA behavior measures may be referred to this

committee. _-This concept-is tremendously therapeutic for younger children who

think highly of their peers to see the democratic process..'Again it is also

therapeutic for the advising_groajiwhobably cmmnitting the same is-

fractions to see themselves in a non-threatening mirror.

Lastly, having a-direct part in deciding whether a student should be
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discharged for an itcw:rigible offense is astrong,factor in teaching that

there ts a consequence aspect to one's acts.

Activized Therrpy must be experiential, and the experiences

must Manage the dialectics of the concrete and the abstract. There must be

a personal and social consequence for what one does or doesn't do. Thezon-

1:iequences, preferably positive, must develop insight and lead to improved
-

behavior rather than end with a punitive restriction.

Both the methods and the goals of the experiment in Activized Milieu.
1

-

Therapy have to be rewarding, self-directive and self-evaluative for the

participants.

An emotionally-distukbed adolescent must see the fruits of his labor

quickly. He is impatient and demands immediate self-gratification. In

milieu therapy this must be recognized anigranted.fall the while we work to

stretch his patience period. It must give and then-ask -- to help post-'.

-pone the need for prompt pleasure. It must teach him to correlate his personal

needs, interest -and rewards with those of a larger social circle.

The emotionally-disturbeJ adolescent is mature in size and often early

experienced in the ways-of the-world -- or the street. But his disturbance,

makes him immature In many ways at the eame time.

Because-he lacks or mis-applies direction, the emotionally - disturbed

adolescent teediestep-by-step experiences and guidance in confidence building



usual for the younger. These must be pre-structured by staff and co-structured

with the student as he goes through these experiences and guidance.

Some motionally -disturbed adolescents don't know their problems. 7

Others feel the effect of the symptoms but don't fathom the causes. Some

are taught early to deny both the causes-and the symptoms -- or shift them

to less hdltful labels.

Still other,emotionally-disturbed- adolescents know or feel their inner

hang-ups full well. But being reminded or evaluated or criticized by Outer

forces is a threat which only Increases denial through misbehavior or poorer

functioning.

It is this cycle of threat, misperceptiGn, action and reaction that

-demands reward or operant conditioning as a sbort7eircuit to denial. It is
4.

-this cycle that demands direction and evaluation be' emphasized upon self.

The opposite of the consequence mechanism appears to be=the reward

system. Both, however, are treated as tw-.3 vides of a single behavior coin.

_People and situations react in like kind to the way yod act.

The final goal =of adieu therapy for emotionally disturbed adolescents

must be the creation of strengths for self-direttiVe and self-evaluative
_

patterns of bebaVior, there must he dozens dt opportunities daily for them

to see te_reatilts as they direct or evaluate their own acts and ideas. They

must do this self-directing in gn environment that is simultaneously structured

to consider the needs of other.



Counseling is a cornerstone of milieu therapy. Doing, providing ex-

periences, and reversing roles offer ego-building opportunities. There must

also be a time for direct approach to the problems that brought these

adolescents to a scene of special education in the first place. Counseling,

-in these nine years, has evolved into several forms: group counseling once

a week with a staff psychologist; individual
counseling either programmed or-

available on a crisis basis;
career counseling: college counseling; and guide

group where the teacher and group resolve "local" problems. We don't promise

intensive psychiatric therapy. But we don't deny, cover up, or mis-label the

problem& all of us know need resolution.

As_part of our program of insight-deyeloptent we have the "open-admission "

aspect of direction and students themselves. The first isr'

having our students address conferences. Each year they speak at staff

meetings, in-se ice courses,-Parent Association meetings, or professional

conferences. They-not only learn much of themselves, but they also teach

their audiences most effectively.
O

The second experiment in self-direction and evaluation is through the

case study technique. They are taught the ingredients and procedures of a

case study and each does first, a stOdy of, someone impersonal; second, a study
0-

of someone a bit closer - one of the younger students they teach. Finally,

_ come the studies of=themselves. By the time they get to the end of this

three-step process, there is an almost dramatic quality to the growth of

their insightto-the changes in their.betavior. When successful, it is the

epitome of self-evaulatio:Land,
we hope, better Self-direction when they leave

us.
e.
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. Some emotionally-disturbed adolescents must see what's happening.

Looking it up or writing it down just doesn't get through. They have to

feel the impact of an idea. Sometimes the visibility is direct, instantaneous,

forced, and head-on.
Othertimes-it must arise very subtly beneath the surface

of time and activity, given a chance to mellow.

Finally, we must teach these particular youhg adults -- directly and

indirectly -- the therapeutic principal
-of homeO'statis.. Their lives were --

and often are.-- imbalances of emotions. They are distinguished by high,

points of stress, low points of failure. We have tried to bring a bit of

balance to ease the hurt that comes from extremes, especially depressive ones.

For each interest-based aspect of program, there must be one,that is need-

accommodating,

If a student reverses his letters, miscolumns his numbers, misperceives

the objective, he must receive Perceptual Training. It must be daily training

in class and'in special facilities for this disorder. Where there is an

organic disorder, the misperception is visual, auditory,-tactile.. Where there
1 is psychic disorder, the misperception is judgmental, social. In much of our

IHW:db
4.19.73-

population, both,are found.

In conclusion we find the weaknesses of the program are many and the

problems are powerful. However, problems are surmountable, and we hope our

program and others will tackle them to bring
greater mental health to the

millions of today's troubled adolescents.'

3.


